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SUMMARY
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Quest University has a long history with charities directed by Blake Bromley (“The Bromley Charities”).

Quest is currently in creditor protection over a debt of $22.6 million to Vanchorverve Foundation, 

a Bromley Charity. This debt is a consolidation of loans from two Bromley Charities: 

Global Charity Fund and Foundation For Public Good. These loans were consolidated and then 

transferred to CHIMP Charitable Impact Foundation Canada (“CHIMP”), a third Bromley Charity, 

and finally, to Vanchorverve.

Originally, Quest took loans from The Bromley Charities on the basis of two premises:

1) The Bromley Charities that made the loans were legitimate charities.

2) The loans were legitimate as opposed to gifts.

As shown ahead, approximately 90 percent of CHIMP’s financial activity consists of simply 

re-gifting “gifts” from one Bromley Charity to the next. These are not “true” gifts, and therefore, 

CHIMP is a sham. It follows that the first premise upon which the Quest loans were made is false.

This remainder of this presentation focuses on CHIMP.



Background
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CHIMP Foundation plays a central role in the financial history of Quest University, in two ways:

1) Quest is in creditor protection over a loan for $22.6 million with Vanchorverve Foundation.     
This debt was transferred from CHIMP Foundation to Vanchorverve in 2018.  

Quest’s debt is a consolidation of loans from four charities directed by Blake Bromley:

o 2011-2014: Global Charity Fund - 4 loans

o 2014: Foundation For Public Good - 2 loans

o 2016: CHIMP Foundation

o 2018: Vanchorverve Foundation

2) Charities involved in the fundraising for Quest University and the sale of land that stems from 
the University’s original 240 acres have gifted at least $120 million to CHIMP Foundation.           
As it appears, much if not all of the $120 million is proceeds from the sale of land and the 
tax-receipted donations reported by the charities that started Quest. As such, the $120 million 
should have been gifted to Quest University, not to CHIMP.

Ø For excerpts of tax returns showing these gifts for $120 million: 
https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/gifts-for-120-million-to-chimp-47-pgs.pdf

Ø Letter to John Bromley RE: $120 Million Gifted to CHIMP:

https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/3-letter-john-bromley-5may2020-53-pgs.pdf



Quest’s Loan from CHIMP was a “Gift” to Vanchorverve
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List of 40 Bromley Charities of which 
Christopher Richardson is or has been a Director:
https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/20-
christopher-richardson-charities.pdf

In 2016, Quest’s loans were transferred 

to CHIMP from Foundation For Public Good,

a Bromley Charity.

This mortgage was signed by 

Blake Bromley & Christopher Richardson

who is or has been the director of 

at least 40 of The Bromley Charities. 



Quest’s Loan from CHIMP was a “Gift” to Vanchorverve
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See: https://apps.cra-
arc.gc.ca/ebci/hacc/srch/pub/t3010/v23/t3010QlfdDns_
dsplyovrvw?dsrdPg=18

In 2018, CHIMP gave Quest’s mortgage to 

Vanchorerve Foundation as a “gift.” 

As shown below, this was recorded 

in CHIMP’s tax returns as a gift.
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Quest’s Loan from CHIMP was a “Gift” to Vanchorverve



The Big Picture

Source:  Compiled from data provided by the CRA.

Tax-Receipted Donations 
(2000-2017)
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Total annual tax-receipted donations 

now exceed $18 BILLION and were 

increasing at an astonishing rate of 

roughly $1 billion per year since 2017.



Tax-Receipted Donations by Public Foundations
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CanadaHelps CANADADON ->

CHIMP Foundation ->

Two public foundations stand out for their spectacular growth in tax-receipted donations. 

These are CanadaHelps and CHIMP Foundation.



Tax-Receipted Donations By Public Foundations
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This page summarizes the data from 

the previous page.

As shown, 35 top public foundations 

report that tax-receipted donations 

have tripled over nearly 20 years 

from an average of $10 million to 

roughly $30 million per year.

But at CanadaHelps, tax-receipted 

donations sky-rocketed from zero to 

$156 million over about 14 years.

CHIMP Foundation went from zero to 

$130 million over only 8 years.

Question: How does CHIMP manage to 

raise roughly $100 million per year more 

than the average public foundation?



Tax-Receipted Donations (2018)
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In 2018, CanadaHelps reported more in 

tax-receipted donations than any of the 

public foundations shown here, many of

which have been operating for decades.

CHIMP reported $87 million (2018), as 

much as United Way of Greater Toronto. 

In 2019, CHIMP reported $126 million. 

Of that, $71 million was non-cash.



Tax-Receipted Non-Cash Donations
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Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns.

Between 2015 and 2018, CHIMP reported $143 million in tax-receipted non-cash donations. 

Over the same period, United Way of Greater Toronto reported less than $3 million.



CHIMP Foundation
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Source: https://chimp.net/our-story

CHIMP Foundation is a public foundation registered in 2008 by Blake Bromley and several employees. 

CHIMP’s CEO is Bromley’s son, John Bromley. Blake Bromley has registered over 650 charities and 

planned/executed over $2 BILLION worth of charitable giving, according to CHIMP.



CHIMP Foundation: From Zero to $150 Million
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On a year to year basis, CHIMP’s revenue and spending have skyrocketed in a relatively short time. 

Within the charitable sector, this rate of growth is highly unusual. 

Source: Compiled from the financial statements of Chimp Foundation.

Chimp Revenue Chimp Expenditures



CHIMP Compared to Vancouver Foundation
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To analyze CHIMP Foundation, it is useful to 

compare it to Vancouver Foundation.

For 75 years, Vancouver Foundation 

has been the stalwart of charity in Vancouver.

Vancouver Foundation has clear priorities: 

homelessness, reconciliation with First Nations, 

youth engagement, the opiod crisis, 

environmental protection, and so on. 

In contrast, CHIMP exists “to empower 

the human spirit of charity and grow 

the culture of charity in Canada.”

The following pages compare 

CHIMP to Vancouver Foundation 

in terms of total assets, revenue, 

expenditures and the amounts that 

both foundations gift to other charities.



Total Assets
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Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns for Vancouver Foundation and Chimp Foundation.

With $1.2 billion in assets, Vancouver Foundation 

has significant assets that Chimp does not.

Revenue

As shown on the next page, in 2018 

CHIMP reported total revenue of $182 million, 

TRIPLE that of Vancouver Foundation. 

Furthermore, In terms of tax-receipted donations, 

CHIMP reported $87 million, more than DOUBLE the 

$37 million reported by Vancouver Foundation. 



Total Revenue & Tax-Receipted Donations
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Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns for Vancouver Foundation and Chimp Foundation.



Total Expenditures
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CHIMP’s total expenditures have 

grown extremely fast. 

In fact, in 2018 CHIMP out-spent 

Vancouver Foundation by $68 million:

o CHIMP: $145 million

o Vancouver Foundation: $76 million

As shown on the next page, CHIMP has 

dramatically increased both the amounts 

that CHIMP receives from other charities as 

well as its gifts to other charities.

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns for Vancouver Foundation and Chimp Foundation.



CHIMP Gifts To and From Other Charities
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Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns for Vancouver Foundation and Chimp Foundation.
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Gifts to CHIMP from Bromley Charities 

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns for  Chimp Foundation.

Between 2011 and 2018, CHIMP reported revenue from other registered charities for a total of 

$220 million. Through a tedious analysis of Canadian tax returns, 155 charities that gifted funds to 

CHIMP have been identified, accounting for 99.8% of the $220 million.  More than 90 percent of the 

$220 million originated from Bromley Charities, as shown here for a total of $200 million.

NOTE: The Allan Skidmore 
Family Foundation is not a 
typical Bromley Charity in 
that its directors are not 
staff of Blake Bromley’s 
former company, 
Benefic Group Inc.



CHIMP Revenue Inflated by Gifts from Bromley Charities
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Source: Compiled from the Canadian tax returns for Chimp Foundation and other registered charities.

Without the $200 million 

gifted to CHIMP from other 

Bromley Charities, CHIMP’s 

revenue from other charities 

would be $20 million, 

not $220 million.
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Chimp’s Largest Gifts: 16 out of 20 to Bromley Charities 

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns for  Chimp Foundation.

The top gifts made by CHIMP provide 

a glimpse of its giving as a whole. 

As shown here, almost all of the biggest gifts 

from CHIMP went to Bromley charities.

Fortius Foundation, which received $74 million, 

also has a long history with Blake Bromley. 

Of CHIMP’s Top 20 gifts between 2011 and 2018, 

at least 16 went to Bromley Charities. 

These 20 gifts account for 0.1% of the 

12,000 gifts made by CHIMP.  But by value, 

these 20 gifts account for $194 million, 

fully 73% of CHIMP’s total gifts (2011-2018).



$74 MILLION
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See: https://apps.cra-arc.gc.ca/ebci/hacc/srch/pub/t3010/v23/t3010QlfdDns_dsplyovrvw?dsrdPg=19

According to publicly available records, CHIMP’s largest gift is $74 million to Fortius Foundation (2018).



$74 MILLION
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2017

2018

2019

Source:  https://apps.cra-
arc.gc.ca/ebci/hacc/srch/pub/dsplyRprtngPrd?q.srchNm=fortius&q.stts=0007&selectedCharityBn=835780958RR000
1&dsrdPg=1

Total 
Assets

$50 Million

$42 Million

$44 Million

Within two years of the $74 million gift, Fortius reported $45 million as amortization of capital assets.



Circular Grantmaking (2011 - 2018)

Revenue from
Bromley Charities
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This figure shows how CHIMP 

gifted nearly $200 million to 

Bromley Charities and  

received roughly the 

same amount from the 

same group of charities.



Circular Grantmaking (2011 – 2018)
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Bromley charities not only 

“gift” money into CHIMP, 

they also “gift” funds 

to each other.



CHIMP Gifts to Qualified Donees
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In summary, Chimp gives 

a very small number of 

very large gifts that are 

given almost entirely to 

other Bromley Charities.

CHIMP also makes a 

very large number of 

very small gifts to 

thousands of charities 

across Canada.

Here’s an analysis of 11,650 

gifts (2011-2018) made by 

CHIMP (233 pages): 

https://fairquestions.typepa
d.com/files/3-chimp-
analysis-11-650-gifts-233-
pgs.pdf
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2,000 Charities Across Canada Received Gifts of $19 Or Less

Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns for Chimp Foundation.

Of the 11,000 gifts that CHIMP made between 

2011 and 2018, more than 2,000 gifts were for 

$19 or less.

The Alzheimer Society, The Toronto Rape Crisis Centre 

and The Sexual Assault Centre of Edmonton 

were all funded by Chimp. However, none received 

more than $10. 

Addictions & Mental Health Ontario received $4.

Autism Society of Ontario received $5. 

These grants are so tiny that it is hard to see how 

they were intended to have a meaningful impact. 

Here’s a list of more than 2,000 Canadian charities 

that got gifts from CHIMP for $19 or less:

https://fairquestions.typepad.com/files/4-fair-
questions-for-blake-bromey-appendix-iv-2-000-gifts-
for-19-or-less.pdf
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Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns for Chimp Foundation.

According to CHIMP’s tax returns, the numbers of registered charities that have been sent 

gifts from CHIMP for $19 or less is as follows, by province: 

o Ontario: 624 charities 

o British Columbia: 550 charities

o Quebec: 426 charities

o Alberta: 165 charities

o Saskatchewan: 65 charities

o Manitoba: 48 charities

o Nova Scotia, New Brunswick & P.E.I.: 91 charities

o Newfoundland: 13 charities

o N.W.T., Yukon & Nunavut: 6 charities

o Unspecified provinces: 28 charities

This indicates that right across Canada, thousands of charities have been “chimped.”

2,000 Charities Across Canada Given Gifts of $19 Or Less
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Hundreds of Stale-dated “Gifts”

Source: 2015 ax return for CHIMP Foundation.

As shown in this excerpt of the 

2015 tax return for CHIMP, 

hundreds of cheques that 

CHIMP has sent for $15 

have not been cashed.

For more information: 

https://fairquestions.typepad.com
/files/6-fair-questions-for-blake-
bromey-appendix-vi-stale-date-
disbursements.pdf



Fundraising Compared to Vancouver Foundation
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Source: Compiled from the Canadian tax returns for Vancouver Foundation and Chimp Foundation.

CHIMP’s expenditures have grown fast even though

CHIMP has spent virtually nothing on fundraising.

Between 2011 and 2018 Chimp spent only $19,222 

on fundraising. Over the same period, 

Vancouver Foundation spent $14 million.

Question: How did Chimp grow so fast and 

yet spend so little on fundraising?

Answer: It didn’t. 

By shuffling about $200 million around and around, 

CHIMP’s books give the appearance of conducting 

charitable activity worth hundreds of millions of

dollars when, in fact, it doesn’t. 



False Claims
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Source: Compiled from the Canadian tax returns for Vancouver Foundation and Chimp Foundation.

At its own web-site, in annual reports, and on 

social media, CHIMP has repeatedly made 

false claims about how much money it 

has raised.

False claims, as shown ahead:

o 2017: $200 Million

o 2018: $400 Million

o 2019: $550 Million

o 2020: $660 Million
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Source: https://chimp.net

“$420 Million”

By May of 2019, Chimp claimed that it has helped Canadians donate 

“more than $420 million to thousands of charities.” 

See also https://chimp.bamboohr.com/jobs/view.php?id=60



34Source: https://web.archive.org/web/20191002224509/https://chimp.net/

“$540 Million”

By October of 2019, Chimp claimed that The CHIMP Community has donated 

“Over $540 million and counting.” 
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Source: https://www.charitableimpact.com/

“$660 Million”

As of October 2020, Chimp claims that it has helped Canadians donate 

“more than $660 million to thousands of charities.” 



Undue Benefits
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Source: Compiled from Canadian tax returns.

Over the same years that 

CHIMP Foundation made 

thousands of gifts that 

were as tiny as $4, 

CHIMP Foundation also 

paid $23 million to 

CHIMP Technology Inc., 

a private company 

run by John Bromley and

possibly others.



$12 Million Paid to CHIMP Technology Inc. (2018)
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In 2018 alone, 

CHIMP Foundation 

paid $12 million to 

CHIMP Technology Inc.

To put this into context, 

consider that in 2018 

Quest University cancelled its 

varsity sports program because 

of lack of funds. The program 

cost between $300,000 and 

$400,000 per year to run, 

Quest’s president said 

at the time. Source: 
http://s3.amazonaws.com/chimp-brand-
assets/financial/ChimpFoundation_AuditedFinancialStatements_2018.pdf
Page 33 of Annex.



Varsity Sports Cancelled (2018)
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Source: https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/quest-university-athletes-shocked-after-school-suspends-varsity-
program-1.4519618#:~:text=Student%20athletes%20at%20Quest%20University,at%20the%20end%20of%20March.



Conclusion: CHIMP Foundation is a Sham
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* Source: E-mail from John Bromley, September 16, 2018.

Both Blake Bromley and CHIMP Foundation have been asked by e-mail about why CHIMP gives 

very large gifts to various Bromley Charities meanwhile thousands of worthy organizations get 

insignificant amounts. John Bromley replied as follows: 

“For considered missional reasons, CHIMP Foundation chooses to be inclusive of all donors. 

As a result it does not impose minimums or maximums on grant recommendations made by its 

donors. Small donors often make small grant recommendations and large donors often make 

large grant recommendations.”

In the absence of a satisfactory explanation from the Bromleys, it does not stand to reason that 

the thousands of tiny gifts that CHIMP has made are serving a charitable purpose. Instead, 

it does stand to reason that these meaningless tiny gifts are a cover for the main purpose 

of The Bromley Charities which is to receipt non-cash donations that are far in excess of their 

true value, and in the process, to pay tens of millions as fees to a private company run by the 

Bromleys. By gifting and re-gifting from one charity to the next, CHIMP and other Bromley Charities 

gives the appearance that they conduct charity worth hundreds of millions of dollars. 

The truth is, they don’t. 

Approximately 90 percent of CHIMP’s financial activity consists of simply re-gifting “gifts” from 

one Bromley Charity to the next. These are not “true” gifts, and therefore, CHIMP is a sham.
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Vivian Krause is a researcher and writer who resides in North Vancouver, British Columbia.

Drawing on her work with the United Nations and her work as a director of a Canadian 

registered charity, Vivian has a first-hand understanding of the importance and the rules of 

charity. She has been invited to testify to Standing Committees of The House of Commons &

The Senate. Her testimony and articles in The Financial Post prompted an investigation by 

Elections Canada and a series of audits of registered charities by the Canada Revenue Agency.  

Of the 42 audited charities, 41 were non-compliant to some degree, the CRA reported.1

1 http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/chrts-gvng/chrts/bt/nnlrprt/2015/Charities%20AR.eng.pdf
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